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Perp Robert Card came out of the military, being an arms instructor.  Figures, since these fake mass
shootings are all military projects.  That is what the military is now doing with your taxes.  Support the
troops, eh?   But what allowed me to peg this one in under ten minutes was a trip to the genealogies.  I
started by looking him up at Instantcheckmate, which linked him through his wife Cara Lamb* to the
Solaks and Braleys, 

specifically an old couple named Vernon and Marilyn Braley, now dead.  Since they are dead, that
allowed me to switch over to Findagrave, where I was able to track this family in more depth.  



Let's see, his mother is a Bacon and a Stuart.  OK, we're done.  That's all we need to know.  These
people are Stuarts.  Vernon's wife Marilyn is a Page, and on her page we find she was active in the
Order of the Eastern Star.  

Is this easy or what?  That is a Masonic Order, but extra double spooky:  



Note the upside down pentagram, which we all know is Satanic.  The word in the middle says
“FATAL”, confirming that once again.  Then we have the chalice and the crown, which indicates the
sangreal, which we know is not san greal, or holy grail, but sang real, blood royal.  Which of course
points us right at the Phoenicians.  

As for Vernon, he came out the Army Air Corps and then worked as POL supervisor at Dow AFB
Bangor for 35 years.  He was also a big Mason, being a past master of at least four lodges, including
Order of the Eastern Star.  Besides being Stuarts, these Braleys are also Hardings, Russells, Abbotts,
Reynolds, and Spencers, and they have been marrying Bacons for centuries.  The Hardings go back to
Plymouth Colony, then Braintree before moving to Maine in the 1800s.  Which means our man Card
here is a distant cousin of President Harding, whose ancestors also came through Braintree in the same
years.  So if you thought they were some downmarket Stuarts, you were wrong.  

Do I really need to keep going?  No, but I will, just for fun.  Vernon's cousin was Clifford Braley, who
had been police chief of several towns in Maine, including Sangerville, Machias, and Ashland.  Like
Robert Card and Vernon Braley, Cliff was a firearms specialist.  Also see Sgt. Troy Braley of the
Sanford Police Department, just retired in 2022.  

We find the same thing with the Solaks.  Cara Lamb links us to John Solak, d. 2020, and he was also
highly decorated career Air Force and top Mason, Howard Lodge, Winterport.  His wife was Loretta
Braley.  

Also possibly of interest: one of the famous musicians who allegedly continued to play while the
Titanic sank was William Brailey, body never found of course since the whole thing was a fraud.  His
full name was William Theodore Ronald Brailey, and the four names indicate upperclass.  As now,
lower class people do not have four names.  William played piano, cello and flute, telling us the same
thing: upperclass.  Also an aviator, ditto.  Poor people were not building or buying airplanes then.  His
father was a famous Spiritualist, meaning he claimed to contact the dead.  So we already have the proof
of fraud.  The family was already steeped in fraud.  His sister Mabel married Herley Percy Gordon
Hanson.  Note the middle names, which are surnames.  He was a Percy and a Gordon, linking him to
dukes.  Meaning, these people are also Stuarts.  So we now have our link, telling us the name match
on Braley/Brailey was not an accident.  Confirming that again is William's wife, Teresa Steinhilber,
whose father was named August.  Jewish.  

http://mileswmathis.com/sangreal.pdf
http://mileswmathis.com/titan.pdf
https://obituaries.bangordailynews.com/obituary/john-solak-1081139737
https://laryfuneralhome.com/tribute/details/1101/Clifford-Braley-Sr/obituary.html


Robert Card is a Junior, and his mother appears to be Brenda Card, nee Alexander.  Strange, since she
isn't linked to any Alexanders.  We link to a Karri Card, 35, who may be a sister, and she links to a
Joseph A. Condon, same age.  He, too, is scrubbed, linking us to no Condons.  That is another possible
red flag, since the Condons are another spooky family, see the Bell Labs physicist Joseph Condon,
whose father Edward was in the fake Manhattan Project.    

Then we link to a Ruby Card, listed as 84 at Instantcheckmate, but 52 at MyLife.  She is apparently
married to a Marvin Negley, 51, so she is probably not 84.  But the strange thing is that she also goes
by Genevieve Smith, despite being related to no Smiths.  She links us to a Nicole Herling/Card, who is
apparently married to James Herling, 38, of Virginia Beach and Ewa Beach, HI, so probably a soldier
at Hickam AFB.  

Now let's skim the mainstream stories, which as usual are garbage.  We were told in the first hours
Robert Card was a nutcase who had spent time in institutions, but they are already admitting that isn't
true.  They have interviewed a close relative and his army buddies from Reserves, and they all say they
had never heard he had any mental issues.  Oops!  Someone forgot to read those guys into the script.
But that would have been hard to do, since the script only started late this summer, when Card is said to
have started acting erratically.  Tumor on the brain, I guess, like Charles Whitman.  Snort, guffaw.

Then we have 18 victims.  Of course.  It was that or 33. But in the same reports we are told there are
only eight fatalities.  So which is it?  The numbers aren't even close.  Plus, I have now read many
reports, and I don't understand how they knew it was him immediately.  Did he have on a name tag?
Did he walk into the bowling alley and say, “Hi, I am Robert Card, a crazy man from the Army
Reserve, and I am here to pretend to kill you for the six o'clock news”?  We have a picture of him from
a security camera, but that could be anyone.  And if he was trained by the army, shouldn't he have
heard of a balaclava, or at least sunglasses and a hat?  He is going to commit mass murder in front of
security cams bareheaded?  Right.  

I don't even see a match there.  The hair, eyebrows and beard pattern are all different.  No good
computer program would match those two guys.  

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/angry-at-the-shootings-18-die-in-maine-rampage-suspect-robert-card-sought-live-updates/ar-AA1iSS8f
http://mileswmathis.com/chaswhit.pdf
https://www.cnn.com/2023/10/26/us/maine-shooting-suspect-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/10/26/us/maine-shooting-suspect-invs/index.html


  
That's what they do to hide the lack of a match.  They blur it out even more.  No security cam has that
little resolution.  What would be the point?  They are saying he is 5'11” and 230.  Not there he isn't.  If
that guy is 5'11”, he isn't over 180.  A miss of 50 pounds.  So they are just stirring your mind, as usual.
They could tell most people he is a 300-pound circus midget, and they wouldn't pause.  Gulp it down.
It is on CNN so it must be true!

There's another photo no one will bother to analyze.  Is there a match?  How about the fact his face is
very long in the shooter video and his hair looks curly—where it didn't before.  Oh, his face is just
stretched vertically by the motion, you will say.  OK, then why isn't his arm and hand and body
stretched in the same direction?  In fact, we appear to be looking down on him at an angle, right?
That's why we see the ground behind him. The camera is right above him. Well, in that case his head
would be SHORTER, not longer.  Go try it in the mirror if you don't believe me.  Proving this photo is
just more stir-you-mind garbage.  

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/who-is-robert-card-confirmed-details-maine-shooting-suspect-person-of-interest/


What this means is that all those people on TV selling you this story as real are paid liars, whether they
are locals or national reporters.  They were planted in this town to create this fiction.  You should throw
this story back in their faces.

I see that Alex Jones is asking if Robert Card was a CIA Mind Control (MKUltra) project today.  Hey
Alex!  You forgot to ask the even simpler question: did this happen at all?  As usual, we have no
proof it did, just a lot of wild and stupid claims from a mainstream press that is owned by the CIA.
You know who is a Mind Control project?  It isn't Robert Card.  It is the American Citizen.  The CIA
controls the media which controls the beliefs of most Americans.  That is your MKUltra project right
there, without any patsies or mass murders.  This entire country is a CIA project, including the idiotic
Alex Jones Show.  Alex Jones, who can't remember anymore that projects are faked.  After his fake
Sandy Hook trial, that knowledge was erased from his mind as if by magic. 

On the same site, Paul Joseph Watson is also selling the story as real, never asking if it might be
another Sandy Hook staged crisis to sell more guns.  Yeah, you read that right.  Not to pass gun laws,
but to sell MORE guns.  As I have shown you in the previous fakes, the hidden goal is to sell guns.
The gun laws are just fear tactics: part of the trick to frighten you into buying more guns before they
are taken off the shelves.  Stock up on ammunition before it is discontinued.  Which, as I hope you
have noticed, they almost never are.  After Sandy Hook, gun sales hit peaks never before imagined.  It
was a bonanza for gun companies.  Same for these other staged shootings, including the recent Idaho
fake, and in some of them I was able to actually finger the guys behind them that owned the local gun
shops.  But in most cases, it isn't ownership of local gun stores, it is people behind the event invested in
the big gun companies, like SturmRuger,  Smith&Wesson, and Remington.  They love it when you
stockpile weapons, since they get rich.  Sites like Infowars help them do that, by spreading fear and
recommending prepping and stockpiling.  

Next day: that has now been proven, as it is being reported gun sales in Maine spiked 200% the days
following the fake shooting.  

October 29: Card was such an arms expert, he was able to shoot himself in the head twice.  

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/10/gun-sales-spike-200-maine-after-tragic-mass/


I guess he then shot himself in the back four times to make sure.  You can't be too careful in these
cases.

 

In the sidebar at CBSNews where I found the last picture above, I note they have a breaking story about
an overnight raid in Gaza.  Same thing applies there, where I can see the footage is fake from a mile
away.  It is maddening to be treated like a blind idiot, expected to buy this as real.  Specifically, we see
“night raids” in black and white Wonka-vision or something, where lines of fuzzy out-of-focus tanks
are somehow seeding the sky and dropping little black dirt clods on some open fields.  Oooh, very
scary.  Then we cut to some bald zombie general (James Glenn) looking very unhealthy.  Being a paid
liar isn't working for him, I would say.  Time to take early retirement and join the Hair Club for Men.
From him we go to a bunch of white bags roughly the size of humans, I guess, which we are supposed
to believe are body bags.  So body bags are now white?  Since when?  Or is that only in Gaza?  The
“shrouded bodies” are just tied on the ends.  Wow, such a low-budget fake!  The Palestinians are too
poor to afford body bags, stretchers, ambulances, undertakers, and so on.  All they have are sheets amd
string.  Forgetting for the moment the fact that money is flowing into Palestine now, including from the
US, just for such things.  This is what the millions in humanitarian relief is for, but I guess the body
bags aren't making it to the front lines.  The money is all being spent on acting coaches, hair gel, and
high-dollar Birkenstocks.  

We are told the Palestinians are furious, but they don't look furious.  They look bored, just standing
there waiting for their bonuses from actor's equity.  Then we get to hear from former Mossad director
Haim Tomer. . . since he wouldn't lie.  He is saying something like “Once Hamas has kidnapped and
murdered babies and grandmothers, anything goes”.  Oivay Caramba, is there anyone left alive on
either side that can watch interviews like this without puking their guts out?  No, really, I'm serious.  If
you are anti-Israel, you just watch this with disbelief.  You think, why is CBS interviewing the former
head of Mossad here?   Could this be any more slanted?  But if you are pro-Israel, you are thinking
pretty much the same thing.  You are thinking, “Oh my God, Haim Tomer is the one they chose to sell
this to the world!  Why not interview Satan himself?”

And in other news, we supposedly just bombed Syria, with Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin saying,

Today, at President Biden’s direction, U.S. military forces conducted self-defense strikes on two facilities in
eastern Syria used by Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and afliated groups.

Self-defense?  Has Syria attacked the US lately?  Did I miss something? How can this move be
defensive?  But they were Iran proxies, I will be told.  Again, has Iran attacked the US lately?  Is Iran
raining down bombs on New York or Los Angeles? Check News.  Nope.  Has Iran parasailed into
Orlando, kidnapping kids at Disneyland and putting their heads on the tracks of Space Mountain?
Check news.  Nope.  So how is this self-defensive?  I will be told it is in defense of Israel.  But again, is
Israel now part of the US?  Was it just annexed as the 51 st state? Check news.  Nope.  Doesn't Israel
have its own Air Force?  Check Wiki.  Yep, 

34,000 active personnel[1]

•55,000 reserve personnel[1]
•684 aircraft[2]
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israeli_Air_Force#cite_note-Flightglobal-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israeli_Air_Force#cite_note-IISS1-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israeli_Air_Force#cite_note-IISS1-1


So tell me again why US taxpayers are paying to bomb Syria?  True, like the rest of this it never
happened, but it doesn't matter: you are paying for it anyway.  It is being billed to the treasury as if it
did happen.  

This is also strange:

Attacks on US military outposts in Iraq and Syria have continued over the weekend. 

That was another headline today.  What's wrong there?  Why does the US have military outposts in Iraq
and Syria?  Are these independent countries or not?  Does Syria have military outposts in the US?  No.
The only way the US could have outposts there is if those countries are occupied by the US and are just
acting as fronts.  Something I have told you before.  Otherwise there is no reason for them to allow us
to have “outposts” there, which just means bases.  But if Syria is already occupied by the US, there is
no reason for us to be bombing their airports, is there?  So it must be theater.  The same sort of theater I
showed you years ago with Cuba, which we have always occupied from the beginning.  

Do you know what else is fake today?  Can you say every story in the news, on both mainstream and
alternative sites?  And that includes the black kids laughing in court and taunting the family of the
bicycling police chief they allegedly ran over.  That includes the Robert E. Lee statue being melted
down (it was a cheap substitute). That includes whatever Tucker Carlson is pretending to do today.
Ditto Biden, Trump, Ramaswamy, Kennedy, Musk, Congress, the Supreme Court, and everyone else.
About the only story I believe is the one about the Israeli poster child for Covid vaccines dying of a
heart attack.  THAT I BELIEVE!  I am just surprised it made any headlines, and it made almost none.  

Since I mentioned Infowars again, I want to be sure to point out something surprising there that almost
flew under the radar.  It probably would have but that I catalogued it in my head.  The previous poll
asked “who do you support: Hamas, Israel, US, no one”.  68% responded no one, with the others being
about 5, 10, and 17.  Wow.  So the audience at Infowars is not feeling very patriotic these days, eh?  I
am sure that result shocked everyone, Jones included.  So much so the results were taken down early
and probably memoryholed.  But you can be sure the boys in the Pentagon and Langley saw them
before they were fed into the shredder.  Confidence there is NOT high. 

I had previously lumped in NaturalNews with Infowars, Zerohedge, Gateway Pundit, and Breitbart, but
starting this week I have noticed a definite pullback on the pro-Israel bent of alternative media at
NaturalNews.  I think Mike Adams must have seen the poll at Infowars and realized he needed to get
off that bandwagon ASAP.  He is today publishing official statistics from Israel (Haaretz) which prove
the dead babies story is fake, as well as calling into question other major narratives.  Unfortunately, by
reprinting these casualty statistics from Haaretz, Adams is still cementing in the main lines of the
mainstream story, those being that this happened.  Adams never considers the possibility that if Israel
can fake the babies story and the peace party story, they can fake the entire war.  If they lied about that,
why trust these casualty numbers?  Think they couldn't make them up?  Of course they can.  They have
made up far larger things than this.  How hard is it?  You make up some numbers on a piece of paper
and publish it.  You fake some photos and videos and you have some pretend funerals, put on by
Mossad's theater department.  Israeli defense has tens of thousands of people it can assign to this
project, people who literally have nothing better to do than fake another war.  As in the US, that is what
these people now do: they create fiction.  Here we spend a trillion a year on defense, but all those
soldiers have nothing to do.  They could be assigned rebuilding America—cleaning up the cities,
closing the borders, shutting down illegal (and “legal”) drugs, and so on, but that isn't what the
Phoenicians want right now.  They want chaos.  They want the big cities turned into sewers and the

http://mileswmathis.com/pactheatre.pdf
https://www.naturalnews.com/2023-10-27-what-really-happened-on-7th-october.html
http://mileswmathis.com/castro.pdf


small towns turned into morgues.  So the only thing the soldiers are assigned is fake events.  Fake serial
killers, fake mass murderers, fake Mexican drug lords, fake riots, fake killings of and by police, fake
mayhem piled up daily so high you can't get a glimpse of the real world.    

And finally, I notice that even the BabylonBee is quickly burning all goodwill it has earned for years of
truly funny jokes by suddenly revealing a Zionist streak. They have published some extremely unfunny
things in the past month, all to do with the Israel war.  I think that they—like the rest of these sites
talking to the right—have badly misread their audience.  The best thing they could do is go silent on the
subject.  Unfortunately, the cloak has already been torn, and we have seen where they are really coming
from.  It doesn't seem to be from a mainstream Christian background, as many had thought.    

*Of course Langley went to work immediately misdirecting on the question of his wife.  They created many
results for a search on that, but once you get there you get nothing but fluff and warnings to respect the privacy
of this alleged mass murderer.  Because all mass murderers deserve privacy, right?    

https://www.current-affairs.org/who-is-robert-card-wife/

